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From the latest tournaments we have collected the best griffiths control legacy decks. (Grixis Control is also known as Grixis Control, UBR Control or Grixis). Its current price is about $3866. Rank Name Date Top32 Players: 36 Grixis Control - By sevryn Cockatrice Oktoberfest: Legacy @Tyler Bloom Judging. 24-Oct
$5877 $588 --- Top4 Players: 51 4C Leovold — By Miyawaki Takeshi Hareruya - The Last Sun 2020 Qualifying Legacy. 12-Sep $2,888 $600 --- 1st Players: 33 UBR Control - By Miyawaki Takeshi Hareruya - 【Double Masters Box Topper Included!】Hareruya Obon.... 12-Aug $3568 $663 --- Top8 Players: 16 Grixis
Control - By Nizculman Book Legacy Discord Saturday Tournament - 8/8 @MTG Paper Le.... 08-Aug $3979 $577 ---st (5-0) Players: Grixis Control — By Ozymandias17 MTGO Legacy League. 25-Jul $3,591 $667 ---- players: 32 Grixis Control - By Yanagisawa Yuuta Hareruya - Emperor legacy pre-tournament. 12-Jul
$5,937 $646 --- 2nd (4-1) Players: 26 Grixis Control — By KaiserMagus MTGO Legacy Preliminary #12106052. 13-Mar $5178 $475 --- Top4 (3-2) Players: 10 Grixis Control — By KaiserMagus MTGO Legacy Preliminary #12102028. 09-Mar $5249 $478 --- Top8 Players: 28 Grixis Control — By Felipe Purisco 58º Alpha
Legacy RJ. 15-Feb $4244 $572 ---st (5-0) Players: Grixis Control — By Minest110 MTGO Legacy League. 08-Feb $3735 $424 --- Top16 Players: 32 Grixis Control - By Minest110 MTGO Legacy Challenge #12081609. 02-Feb $3789 $436 --- Top4 (3-2) Players: 8 Grixis Control — By Chehawara MTGO Legacy
Preliminary #12076839. 29-Jan $4605 $461 ----this players: 21 Grixis Control — By Maxime Valentin Big @ Cherbourg-en-Cotentin (France). 26-Jan $5265 $550 --- Top8 Players: 66 Grixis Control — By Vinicius Soares RS 2020 1-Etapa @ Porto Alegre (Brazil). 26-Jan $5500 $722 --- Top8 Players: 66 Grixis Control —
By Vinicius Soares Legacy RS 2020 1-Etapa. 26-Jan $5481 $722 --- (*) Prices are based on the average price of TCGPLAYER.COM store. (*) Exclusivity measures the degree of deviation from the standard average deck during that archetype. High exclusivity means that the deck affects cards that are less common to
the archetype. If you want to find singular or roguish decks, look at those that have great exclusivity. If you're looking for a standard build, go to the lower ones. Return to full MTG Legacy Decks Standard Off-Meta BO1 Standard Deck Collection: Chill on ladder with Steelgrip! 3 Dec, 2020 Last weekend I participated in the
4Seasons tournament, an eternal weekend event in Bologna that takes place every three months when I compete in Legacy and Vintage. I love playing Paper Magic, both to show off my foil deck that I'm very proud of, and because I love playing legacy paper! After Narset was printed, I was excited and started trying
Grixis in all different versions of it. I started with 2 Narset, climbed to 4, then finally felt back to 2. I had some very good results in our local paper Legacy event, and I couldn't wait to show all my attempts off 4Seasons (you can also see me playing deck Magic Online here). Narset perfectly closes games and it's wonderful
before miracles, but it's bad for too many copies because it doesn't protect you if you're under pressure, unlike Jace or Liliana. It's a great deck that I played last Sunday in our 186-person event by an underwhelming 4-4 finish. I ended up starting rough 0-2 after defeating True-Name Nemesis and Liliana, Last Hope
several times. I decided not to drop and play the whole event as I enjoy playing casual magic and getting to play my foil deck more. In order to combat Liliana and True-name, the deck could use Angrath's Rampage. This card is closer to Liliana's triumph than for the Kolaghan team. I would like to reduce Edict because
the two are similar. Liliana's triumph can get rid of Marit Liege, while Rampage can snag planeswalker or artifact. The fact that it costs red and is a wizard is obviously annoying, but I think in general I prefer Rampage. I like to have 4 Red Elemental Blasts on my deck because I think blue is still king, and that's what you're
most likely to face. REB dealing with Snapcaster, Narset, Counterbalance, True-Name Nemesis, Back to Basics, Show and Tell and Jace is so important that I never play less than 4. On the other hand, I regret playing 2 Blue Elemental Blasts as I expected more Izzet Delver than there was, and even before that second
Liliana triumph might just be better, so I would like that to change. These two things are the only things I would change if I played deck again. Andrea Mengucci - Grixis control I see some people advocating for Gurmag Angler because this deck can often just run out of gas and end up losing burned spells, despite the
advantage of the road ahead card. But with Narset, you don't need any extra winning terms. You'll find your Jace, mind sculptor and she will eventually take the game. Just make sure that not putting your strength on will be due to false threats as you need all your answers to long games. This deck is very weak
wasteland, so you need to plan accordingly and make sure to grab the basics early in the game so you can start casting your 3 drops freely and play around Daze and Spell pierce. You have very few responses to True-Name Nemesis in Game 1, so make sure you don't use them too quickly. I found any Delver deck to
be a bad matchup in Game 1, but then when you have Blood Moons and more answers to True-Name, you'll be in much better shape (except Izzet Delver, who is still pretty rude, it's a Delver deck that doesn't mind Blood Moon). Moon). with this deck is quite easy. I like to cut my strength wills from midrange decks,
generally against any deck that has access to the Red Elemental Blast or Hymn to Tourach. I often bring Red Elemental Blasts to these matchups so I still have answers to some possible bombs like True-Name Nemesis or Jace, Mind Sculptor. Blood Moon wins you most games, and I would say this is the only reason
why the deck can operate against any deck that doesn't have miracles. If it weren't for miracles, I'd play Blood Moon maindeck-it's lights-out in front of a huge percentage of the format when backing up to throw away. These worries worried me about playing on deck, and I still have some doubts if Grixis's control is on
deck playing Legacy. All I know is that this is one of the few decks that are good against miracles, nor is there a bunch of inimitable cards otherwise. I have tremendous respect for miracles when I play any legacy event, so here I am. The legacy is about to be rocked by two big news: the first is Modern Horizons, which
already has many interesting cards such as Wrenn and Six and Force of Negation. I think The Force is a great card that will help honest decks to beat rogue decks more often, even though Legacy already has cheap and effective answers. Other big news is London Mulligan. I don't think the legacy will be shaken by too
much change, which will undermine Modern and Vintage. The legacy will be fine because the answers are better than the threats in this format, so with the force Will and Wasteland we will be able to cope with the degenerate combo decks as well as chalice decks. Next week I will cover the vintage event that I attended,
as well as what I'm thinking about vintage format with war spark and London Mulligan! Tags: Andrea Mengucci, Grixis Control, Grixis Legacy, Legacy Control, Legacy Decks, Magic, Magic: Collection, Mengucci, Mengucci Legacy, MTG, MTG Legacy We have collected the top Grixis Control Modern decks from recent
tournaments. (Grixis control is also known as Grixis Control, UBR Junk or Grixis Story Control). Its current price is about $1011. Rank Name Date Top8 Players: 6 Amulet Titan — By -=Alpha=- TELETorneos (= Friday's tournament. $5176 $467 --- Top8 players: 10 Grixis Control - Rory Smith Team FPS: Weekly Camera
Modern @Team FPS. 04-Nov $892 $229 --- 1st (5-0) Players: Grixis Control Lurrus of Dream-Den - By LooseLois65 MTGO Modern League. 23-Oct $825 $247 --- Top32 Players: 32 Grixis Control Lurrus from Dream-Den - By Gods_Shadow MTGO Modern Challenge #12218058. 18-Oct $826 $247 --- 1st (5-0) Players:
Grixis Control — By ncowden MTGO Modern League. 13-Oct $1019 $467 --- --- <1> <6> 1st (5-0 ---) — By Surpriz3 MTGO Modern League. 02-Oct $590 $152 --- 1st (5-0) Players: Grixis Control - up Gods_Shadow MTGO Modern League. 02-Oct $1009 $264 ---st (5-0) Players: Grixis Control — By Gods_Shadow
MTGO Modern League. 24-Jul $837 $264 --- 1st Players: 13 UBR Junk - By Bise Shouta Hareruya - Modern. 17-Jul $1182 $498 ---st (5-0) Players: Grixis Control - Gods_Shadow MTGO Modern League. 23-Jun $915 $291 --- 1st Players: 7 UBR Junk Lurrus from Dream-Den - Kashimura Masaru Hareruya - Osaka Daily
Event at 7 p.m. 09-Jun $877 $411 --- 1st (5-0) Players: Grixis Control Lurrus of the Dream Den — By Topcross MTGO Modern League. 26-May $967 $449 --- 1st (5-0) Players: Grixis Control Lurrus of Dream Den - By ncowden MTGO Modern League. 12-May $923 $439 --- 1st (5-0) Players: Grixis Control Lurrus of
Dream Den - By Nextep MTGO Modern League. 08-May $1042 $482 --- (*) Prices based on the average price of TCGPLAYER.COM in the store. (*) Exclusivity measures the degree of deviation from the standard average deck during that archetype. High exclusivity means that the deck affects cards that are less
common to the archetype. If you want to find singular or roguish decks, look at those that have great exclusivity. If you're looking for a standard build, go to the lower ones. Back to full MTG Modern decks Mono Green Tron Spirits
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